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We present the generation of the nanosecond cylindrical vector beams (CVBs) in a two-mode fiber (TMF) and its applications
of stimulated Raman scattering. The nanosecond (1064 nm, 10 ns, 10 Hz) CVBs have been directly produced with mode con-
version efficiency of ∼18 dB (98.4%) via an acoustically induced fiber grating, and then the stimulated Raman scattering
signal is generated based on the transmission of the nanosecond CVBs in a 100-m-long TMF. The transverse mode intensity
and polarization distributions of the first-order Stokes shift component (1116.8 nm) are consistent with the nanosecond
CVBs pump pulse.
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1. Introduction

Recently, the free-space-based cylindrical vector beams (CVBs)
have attracted much attention. Because CVBs possess polariza-
tion singularity in case of tight focusing, the CVBs have been
extensively explored in many fields, such as the nonlinear effect
enhancement[1], tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS)[2–4],
molecular orientation examination[5], dark-state excitation[6],
micro/nano fabrication[7], and optical tweezers[8]. In addition,
it is noteworthy that the optical-fiber-based CVBs would also
open up various applications, such as fiber CVBs-based commu-
nications[9], fiber CVBs-based sensing[10], backgroundless
plasmonic tip nanofocusing[11], quantum entanglement[12],
stimulated emission depletion microscopy (STED)[13], and sur-
face-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS)[14].
Up to now, CVBs have been generated in optical fibers using

many methods, such as the mechanical micro-bend fiber gra-
ting[15], long-period fiber grating fabricated using CO2

laser[16,17], and fiber fused coupler[18–20]. However, those meth-
ods lack precise wavelength tunability. In addition, the optical
fiber is only used as a medium for conducting CVBs in these
applications mentioned above. When the CVBs pulse transmits
over long distances in optical fibers, nonlinear phenomena will
appear due to the interaction between the CVBs pulse with
extremely high peak power and the optical fiber[21,22], although
the nonlinear effect of the fiber core is very weak. For instance,

the stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) spectra up to the fourth-
order Stokes shift component have been experimentally
observed in a 100-m-long hollow-core ring fiber pumped by a
nanosecond pulse with radial polarization distribution[18], and
each-order Stokes shift component also has radial polarization
characteristics. This nonlinear frequency conversion process can
create coherent radial vector beams within a span of hundreds of
nanometers. Nevertheless, it does not show the nonlinear trans-
mission characteristic of the nanosecond pulse with linear
polarization and azimuthal polarization distributions, because
it is difficult to switch in-situ the linear, radial, and azimuthal
vector beams in optical fibers using the mechanical micro-bend
grating with a fixed grating period.
In this paper, the nanosecond (1064 nm, 10 ns, 10 Hz) CVBs

have been directly produced in a two-mode fiber (TMF) via an
acoustically induced fiber grating (AIFG), and then the SRS sig-
nal is generated based on the transmission of the nanosecond
CVBs in a 100-m-long TMF. The transverse mode intensity
and polarization of the first-order Stokes shift component are
consistent with the nanosecond CVBs pump pulse.

2. Experimental Results and Discussion

Figure 1(a) is the microscope image of the TMF with core radius
of 4.5 μm. The refractive indices of the core and cladding are
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1.4681 and 1.4628 at 1550 nm. The dispersion and loss are
−37 ps=�km · nm� and 0.74 dB/km at 1064 nm, respectively.
The transverse mode intensity distributions of hybrid electric
(HE) modes, HEx

11 and HEy11, at 1064 nm are shown in
Figs. 1(b) and 1(c), respectively. Figures 1(d)–1(g) are the trans-
verse mode intensity distributions of the first group high-order

vectormodes of TE01, HEe=o
21 , and TM01, respectively. Figure 1(h)

is the experimental configuration of AIFG constructed with a
TMF, and the separation characteristics of the high-order
degenerate vector modes can be examined based on the trans-
mission spectra of the AIFG[23,24]. A supercontinuum is adopted
as the broadband light source (BLS), and then a fiber in-line
polarization controller (PC) is used to adjust the polarization
characteristic of the BLS. A mode stripper (MS1) is inserted
between the PC and AIFG to eliminate the effects of the

unwanted high-order vector modes (TE01, HEe=o21 , TM01) to
ensure an HE11 mode incident into the AIFG[25,26]. The
acousto-optic interaction length of AIFG is 10 cm, and the diam-
eter of the TMF is etched to 28 μm[27].
With an appropriate radio frequency (RF) driving signal

loaded to the acoustic transducer (AT), an AIFG can be gener-
ated with help of the propagation of the linearly polarized acous-
tic flexural wave along the unjacketed TMF[28]. When the light
from BLS transmits along the AIFG, HEx=y

11 can be coupled to

TE01, HEe=o
21 , and TM01 modes in case of the phase-matching

condition LB = Λ to be satisfied, with LB = λ=Δneff being the

beat length between HEx=y
11 and TE01, HEe=o21 , TM01 modes,

and Λ being the grating period of AIFG[29]. Furthermore, the
other MS2, with the same parameter as MS1, is connected to
the output terminal of the TMF to filter out the high-order vec-
tor mode to keep the HE11 mode in the fiber core. The spectral
tunabilities of the AIFG are examined using an optical spectrum
analyzer (OSA). Figures 1(c)–1(e) are the measurement results,
when three RF signals, with f = 1.331, 1.346, and 1.360MHz, are
loaded to the AT, respectively. Note that the resonance wave-
length shifts toward short wavelengths by increasing the RF.
The transmission spectrum has three separated resonance peaks
with a central wavelength interval of ∼3.8 nm, which means
that the high-order vector modes have been effectively sepa-
rated[23], and the three separated resonance peaks are corre-

sponding to the conversion between HEx=y
11 and TE01, HEe=o

21 ,
TM01, respectively.
Figure 2 is the experimental configuration for generating the

nanosecond CVBs in the TMF. At the input terminal, the BLS is
replaced by a 1064 nmnanosecond laser (pulse width: 10 ns, rep-
etition frequency: 10 Hz). The nanosecond pulse is linearly
polarized via a polarizer (P), and then a half-wave plate
(HWP) is inserted to adjust the polarization orientation of
the nanosecond pulse. An average power of 42 mW is measured
for the nanosecond pulse before injected into the TMF via a
micro-objective (MO1). An MS is connected to the input termi-
nal of the AIFG to ensure that only the HE11 mode is incident
into the AIFG[25]. When the fundamental vector mode (HEx

11 or
HEy11) propagates along the AIFG, HEx

11 and HEy
11 can be,

respectively, coupled to TM01 and TE01 by the AIFG[26]. The
generated CVBs (TM01, TE01) transmit in the TMF for a length
of L = 100m and then are output from the TMF after collimat-
ing via MO2. The CVB is reflected by a beam splitter (BS) and
then captured by a charge coupled device (CCD). Furthermore,
the polarization characteristic of the CVB is examined by put-
ting a P between the BS and CCD and rotating P. Meanwhile,
the transmitted CVBs via BS are coupled into a spectrometer
to examine the lasing spectrum of the nanosecond CVBs.
Figure 3(a) is the typical pulse train of the nanosecond

Gaussian pulse with repetition frequency of 10 Hz, and the inset
is the temporal width rising edge of ∼10 ns. The green curve in
Fig. 3(b) is the lasing spectrum, with central wavelength and
bandwidth of 1064.2 nm and 4.7 nm, and the blue curve in
Fig. 3(b) is the transmission spectrum of the AIFG with three
separated resonance peaks, when an RF signal with f =
1.346MHz is loaded to the AT. The three resonance peaks with
a central wavelength interval of ∼3.8 nm correspond to the vec-
tor mode conversion of TE01, HE21, and TE01 as the resonance
wavelength increases. Note that the bandwidth and central

Fig. 1. (a) Microscope image of TMF; (b) and (c) transverse modal intensity of
HEx11 and HE

y
11 modes; (d)–(g) transverse modal intensity of TE01, HE

e
21, HE

o
21, and

TM01 modes; (h) experimental configuration for measuring the transmission
spectra of AIFG; (i)–(k) spectral tunability of AIFG with three separated reso-

nance peaks, corresponding to the coupling between HEx/y11 and TE01, HE
e=o
21 ,

TM01 modes, respectively.

Fig. 2. Experimental configuration for examining the generation and SRS of
the nanosecond CVBs in the TMF.
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wavelength of the resonance peak of HE21 coincide with the
lasing spectrum of the nanosecond pulse. Thus, when the nano-
second pulse propagates along the AIFG (Fig. 2), the HE11 mode
of the nanosecond pulse could be coupled to theHE21 mode with
mode conversion efficiency of ∼20.7 dB. Similarly, the reso-
nance wavelength of the AIFG can be adjusted to make the res-
onance peak corresponding to the TM01 mode coincide with the
lasing spectrum, as depicted in Fig. 3(c), when the RF is adjusted
to 1.360MHz. The HEx11 mode can be coupled to the TM01 mode
(radial polarization) with mode conversion efficiency of 18.1 dB
via the AIFG. Moreover, the TE01 mode (azimuthal polariza-
tion) with conversion efficiency of 18.9 dB can also be produced,
as depicted in Fig. 3(d), when HEx

11 is changed to HEy11, and the
central wavelength and bandwidth of the resonance peak corre-
sponding to the TE01 mode are adjusted to coincide with the las-
ing spectrum using an RF of 1.331 MHz.
Without RF signal loading to the AT, the transverse modal

intensity pattern of HEx
11 is shown in Fig. 4(a1). In order to gen-

erate the nanosecond radial vector beam (TM01), the RF is set as
1.360 MHz to produce an AIFG with the resonance peak of the
TM01 mode coinciding with the laser spectrum, as shown in
Fig. 3(c). Thus, HEx

11 is converted to the TM01 mode via
AIFG, as shown in Fig. 4(a2). For the generation of nanosecond
azimuthal vector beam (TE01), HEx

11 is changed to HEy11 via
HWP, and then the RF is set as 1.331 MHz to produce an
AIFG with the resonance peak of TE01 coinciding with the laser
spectrum, as shown in Fig. 3(d). HEy11 can be coupled to the TE01

mode via AIFG, as shown in Fig. 4(b2). To examine the polari-
zation distribution of the nanosecond CVBs, a P is placed in
front of the CCD. Figures 4(a3)–4(a6) and 4(b3)–4(b6) are the
examination results of the polarization distributions of TM01

and TE01, respectively. In addition, the lasing spectra of the
nanosecond pulse with transverse modal intensity of HE11,
TM01, and TE01 are depicted as the black, red, and blue curves
in Fig. 4(c), respectively. The spectral bandwidth and shape of
the nanosecond pulse with three transverse modal intensity dis-
tributions remain essentially unchanged.
Furthermore, the nonlinear transmission characteristics of

the nanosecond pulse, with modal intensity of HE11, TM01,
and TE01, are observed in a 100-m-long TMF. By increasing
the pump power of the nanosecond pulse with the HE11 mode,
the first-order Stokes shift component appears and gradually
increases, as depicted in Fig. 5(a), and the relationship between
the pump power and the intensity of the first-order Stokes shift
component is depicted as the inset in Fig. 5(a). It can be known

Fig. 3. (a) Typical pulse train of the nanosecond pulse with repetition fre-
quency of 10 Hz, and the inset is the temporal width of the nanosecond pulse
with a rising edge of ∼10 ns; transmission spectra of AIFG (blue curves) with
three separated resonance peaks corresponding to the mode conversion
between HE11 and (b) HE21, (c) TM01, and (d) TE01 to coincide with the lasing
spectrum (green curves) of the nanosecond pulse with central wavelength
of 1064 nm.

Fig. 4. Modal intensity distributions of (a1) HE
x
11, (b1) HE

y
11, (a2) TM01, and (b2) TE01;

mode intensity distributions of (a3)–(a6) TM01 and (b3)–(b6) TE01 by rotating P.
(c) Lasing spectra of the nanosecond pulse with transverse modal intensity
distributions of HEx/y11, TM01, and TE01.

Fig. 5. (a) SRS spectra pumped using the nanosecond pulse with HEx11, when
the average pump power is set as P = 0.66, 0.76, 0.85, 0.95, and 1.05 mW,
respectively. Inset is the relationship between the pump power and the inten-
sity of the first-order Stokes shift component. (b) SRS spectra pumped via the
nanosecond pulse with HEx11 (pink curve) and TM01=TE01 (green curve),
respectively.
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that the central wavelength of the first-order Stokes shift com-
ponent is ∼1116.8 nm with a frequency shift of ∼13.2 THz
(440 cm−1) relative to the central wavelength of the pump pulse,
and it corresponds to the peak of the broad Raman band of the
fused silica (SiO2)

[21]. In addition, the intensity of the first-order
Stokes shift component reaches the maximum with an average
pump power of P = 1.05mW, but the first-order Stokes shift
component is not saturated under conditions of P = 1.05mW,
because further increase of the pump power will damage the
end face of the TMF.
The SRS spectra of the 100-m-long TMF pumped by the

nanosecond pulse with Gaussian and radial (TM01) polarization
distributions are depicted as the red and green curves in
Fig. 5(b), respectively, under the condition of P = 1.05mW.
Note that the intensity of the first-order Stokes shift component
pumped via the TM01 mode decreases by five times compared
with the Gaussian mode pump. The main reason is that the
TM01 mode with annular intensity distribution reduces the
power density of the pump pulse.
Figures 6(a1) and 6(b1) are the transverse modal intensity dis-

tributions of the first-order Stokes shift component pumped via
the nanosecond pulse with radial (TM01) and azimuthal (TE01)
polarization, respectively. By rotating a P, the polarization dis-
tribution of Figs. 6(a1) and 6(b1) can be examined, and the
examination results are depicted in Figs. 6(a2)–6(a5) and
6(b2)–6(b5), revealing Figs. 6(a1) and 6(b1) with radial and azi-
muthal polarization distributions, respectively. Compared with
other references[21], our method can not only realize the gener-
ation of the first-order Stokes shift component, but also can use
the AIFG to conveniently switch the radial and azimuthal polari-
zation distribution characteristics of the CVBs.

3. Conclusion

In summary, we have presented the generation of the nanosec-
ond CVBs in the TMF and its applications of SRS. The nanosec-
ond CVBs have been directly produced in a TMF via an AIFG,
and then the SRS signal is generated based on the transmission
of the nanosecond CVBs in a 100-m-long TMF. The transverse
modal intensity and polarization distributions of the first-order
Stokes shift component are consistent with the nanosecond

CVBs pump pulse. This work may provide a method for achiev-
ing wavelength conversion of the CVBs in optical fiber, and it
may have potential application prospects in fiber-based CVBs
Raman lasers and amplifiers.
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